HYPNOTICA 2019

Thursday, June 6, 2019 - 7:00pm
Hyena Culture Loft, 211 1st Avenue South, Seattle - Google Map

Come join DXARTS Students as they show off their technological wearables in Pioneer Square for "Hypnotica 2019". Experience today's future at the hands of UW students as they fuse technology and fashion to highlight the artistic visions of our community. Immerse yourself in the unique space of Hyena Culture for a fashion show expressing cyberpunk, mechatronic, and speculative wearables.

SHOW IS JUNE 6TH @ 7PM AT THE HYENA CULTURE LOFT (211 1ST AVENUE SOUTH, SEATTLE)

TICKETS:
$5 Venmo until June 5th @hypnotica2019
$7 at the door // 21+ (ID check at door)

Featured Artists Include:
Bre'Anna Girdy (marketing)
Taylor Hammes (designer and visuals)
Aashna Dev (designer)
Aarohi Bhaway (designer)
Helen Mirabella (designer)
Kennedy Buriani (designer)
Atari Women (designer)
Stevie Koepp (designer)
Rebby Montalvo (designer)
Isabel Nelson (designer)
Darra Bunkasem (music)
Cara Cesar (lighting)
Adam Ahmed (graphic design)

A Very Special Thanks to:
Gabriel-Bello Diaz, Afrodit Psarra, Chanhee Choi, Hyena Culture Lofts, DXARTS, UW
People Involved:  Afrodit Psarra  Rebby Montalvo
Event Type:  Exhibits  Student Activities
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